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Jeff Cox: We are all aligned on the facts on the current deal-making environment. Just this
past Tuesday alone, $40 billion in transactions worldwide were announced, and we are clearly
on track for a record year. There are unprecedented levels of cash on corporate balance sheets
and the equivalent of dry powder in private equity, and what’s really exciting is that sellers are
engaging advisers like Mercer much more frequently to maximize purchase price on exit; and
specifically, we are finding sellers engaging our teams to help demystify pension risk.
Chuck, let’s go to you first. What does Mercer’s Pension Debt Management Solution provide to
both the seller and the buyer?

Chuck Moritt: From the seller’s point of view, there are two key areas that the Pension Debt
Management Solution provides. The first one is being able to limit the downside risk, which
has the result of allowing the seller to protect their purchase price in the transaction, so
whatever purchase price is negotiated can stay intact with respect to any kind of volatility
exposure.

The second value to a seller is that it allows a seller to clarify the pension debt structure, so
what they can easily do is transfer those liabilities as part of the deal and negotiate that as part
of the deal — in fact, being forced to retain those by the buyer because they are unwilling to
take them. So that’s from the seller’s point of view.

From a buyer’s point of view, there are really three key elements of value from a Pension Debt
Management Solution. The first one is that I get clarity as the buyer on exactly what I’m
buying, and so that clarity covers what that debt structure is, what’s the cost of the debt, how
long is that debt in duration, and then what kind of volatility exposure do I have. So it gives me
a really strong framework as to what is underlying that debt that I’m taking on — and then with
that information I can negotiate whether to take or leave that debt as a part of the transaction.
The flip side from the seller’s point of view is that I’m getting downside volatility protection,
which gives me enough time to evaluate what I might want to do from a long-term strategy.
And the third thing that the solution provides to me is a framework for ongoing management of
the debt structure, understanding hedging strategies, and whether I want to undertake any
transfer strategies themselves.

Jeff Cox: Thanks, Chuck. Richard, give us some more specifics here.
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Richard McEvoy: Sure. So, in two weeks we can turn around a market-to-market evaluation of
a seller’s pension plan, complete with a road map (executable strategies and options), allowing
a buyer to efficiently manage pension debt and risk. On the costs that we’ll evaluate, there are
many hidden costs in the pension plan that go well beyond the pension debt that sponsors look
at on a balance sheet, and we’ll quantify those from PBGC premiums to mortality costs and the
like; and also, pension debt is very much a market-to-market obligation, unlike many of the
other obligations that you are buying, and so the risk is very pronounced. And we would provide
an overview of the impact of equity changes and interest rate changes on your pension debt as
part of this report.

In terms of longer-term pension risk strategies: these break down into three pieces. One is
hedging strategies and investment strategies. Pension risk really balloons from the seller and
buyer perspective when you are looking at the impact on the purchase price during a very short
period of time, so we look at hedging strategies to deal with that increased risk.
Secondly, the debt structure and how pension debt is structured relative to other debt on the
balance sheet: we find that pension debt can be quite expensive relative to other debt.
Sometimes three to five hundred basis points more in terms of servicing costs, so we get right
into that, looking at different options: borrowing to fund, prefunding, etc.

And then finally, many sponsors are looking at divesting some or all of their pension obligations,
and we’ll provide options to consider, informed by real-time prices that we obtain from
insurance companies from our pension risk exchange solution.

So, there’s a lot there, and we really like what this provides. There are a couple of elements to
it, the market-market nature of it that Jeff mentioned. It’s real time. It’s simple in the
language of buyers and sellers and is done in a consistent way across deals.

Jeff: Great, Richard, Chuck, thank you very much. I think the bottom line here is that as a
seller, leveraging Mercer’s Pension Debt Management Solution, you have the opportunity to
simplify a very complex issue.

Thanks for listening.


